Family and Friends
Alphabet Book

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Look at the alphabet.
Point and say the letter name.

Find and circle the beginning letter in your name.
Join the letters Aa–Zz.

Who's blowing the bubbles?
Point and say the letter names you know.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu
Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Say the letter names. What is your name?
Find and circle the beginning letter in your name.
C says c in cat.

Trace

Copy

Copy

a says a in apple.

Trace

Copy

Copy

The cat’s got an apple.
O says o in orange.

Trace

Copy

Copy orange orange range

E says e in egg.

Trace

Copy e

Copy egg egg gg

Here’s an orange and an egg.

Put a ★ next to your best o and e.
Choose and tick.

- cat
- apple
- orange
- egg ✓

- apple
- orange
- egg
- cat

- orange
- egg
- cat
- apple

- egg
- cat
- apple
- orange

Match and write.

c → apple

a → egg

o → orange

e → cat

How many a's can you find?
Circle the words beginning with the letter **c**.

Find and circle the same letter.

- c  c  a  o  e  coat
- a  c  a  o  e  arm
- o  c  a  o  e  one
- e  c  a  o  e  eye

How many **e**s can you find?
The lion’s got some ink.
t says t in teddy.

Trace

Copy

t

Copy
teddy  teddy  ddy

f says f in fig.

Trace

Copy
f

Copy
fig  fig  ig

The teddy’s got a fig.
Circle and colour the correct letter.

 endorsed

Motch and write.

Match and write.

- __ingers
- __en
- __eggs
- ice cream
Match and write \( t \) or \( f \).

2. \( \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ en \)

4. \( \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ iv \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ e \)

5. \( \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ o \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ o \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ u \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ r \)

10. \( \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ t w o \)

Find and circle.

i  six  pink  bike  fingers

e  hello  yellow  rubber  leg

l  blue  pencil  apple  puzzle

o  window  dog  doll  nose

t  eight  cat  teacher  hat

a  bag  orange  ball  hand

What other words do you know beginning with \( f \)?
The nurse has got a rabbit.
This is his mum's hat.
The pen is on the book.
Circle and colour the correct letter.

- n / m
- b / p
- r / h

- p / b
- h / r
- m / n

Choose and tick.

- book
- rubber
- man
- hand
- nose
- pencil
- ruler
- nine

How many n's can you find?
Circle the words beginning with **b**.

- book
- ice cream
- bird

Order the letters and write the words.

- pencil
- apple

Can you spell ‘fireman’?
q says \textbf{q} in \textit{queen}.

\textbf{Trace}
\begin{itemize}
\item q q q q q q
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Copy}
\begin{itemize}
\item q
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Copy}
\begin{itemize}
\item queen queen
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Copy}
\begin{itemize}
\item goat goat
\end{itemize}

\textbf{The queen has got a goat.}

Put a ★ next to your best q or g.
y says \(\text{y}\) in \(\text{yo-yo}\).

Trace
\[\text{y y y y y y y y y}\]

Copy
\[\text{y}\]

Copy
\[\text{yo-yo yo-yo o-yo}\]

j says \(\text{j}\) in \(\text{jam}\).

Trace
\[\text{j j j j j j j j j}\]

Copy
\[\text{j}\]

Copy
\[\text{jam jam am}\]

He can play with the \(\text{yo-yo}\) and eat the \(\text{jam}\).
U says u in umbrella.

Trace

Copy

d says d in dog.

Trace

Copy

Copy

Here's a dog with an umbrella.

Circle the u's and d's in the sentence.
Circle and colour the correct letter.

q / g
y / j
u / d
j / y
d / u
g / q

Find and circle.

g bag fingers queen fig
y hello yellow juice monkey
u blue puzzle banana housewife
d cupboard door sandwich nose
b rubber doll rabbit bike
p pupil biscuit apple purple
Write the sounds and make the words.

- pen
- box
- ink
- goat
- dog

Write the words again at home.
V says v in van.

Copy

van van van an

W says w in window.

Copy

window window window indow

The van has got small windows.
X says X in box.

Trace

Copy

Copy box box box box

k says k in kite.

Trace

Copy

Copy kite kite kite kite

There’s a kite in the box.

Circle your best X and k.
S says s in sofa.

Trace
S

Copy
S

Copy
sofa ofa ofa

Z says z in zebra.

Trace
Z

Copy
Z

Copy
zebra zebra ebra

The zebra is on the sofa.
Circle and colour the correct letter.

Can you think of other words that begin with the letters that you have coloured?
Write the sounds and make the words.

juice

p_ _ _t

r_ _ _r

s_ _ _e

w_ _ _r

Write the words again at home.
Write two words for each letter.

b
- book
- b

D
- door
- d

P
- pillow
- p
Find and circle the sounds.  

**sh**  **ch**  **th**

- teacher
- shoes
- bath
- three
- chick
- fish
- sheep
- teeth
- chair

Match and write.

- **br**
- **cr**
- **dr**
- **fr**
- **gr**
- **tr**

- **gr**apes
- _e_ead
- ___ee
- ___ess
- ___isbee
- ___ab
Circle the ending letters for each picture.

Write the word under the picture.

ch ck th beach

sh th ch

lf lk lt

ch sh th

ck lk nk

nd nk lf
Trace, then copy.

A a

B b

B Billy

C c

Copy Billy
Trace, then copy.

D  D  Dad

Trace, then copy.

E  E

Trace, then copy.

F  F  Friday

Copy  Dad

Put a ★ next to your best D, E and F.
**G**

Grandma

Trace, then copy.

---

**H**

Hello!

Trace, then copy.

---

**I**

Trace, then copy.

---

Copy Grandma
Trace, then copy.

J

k

Trace, then copy.

Copy Jones
Mum

Trace, then copy.

N

No

Trace, then copy.

O

O

Copy Mum

Put a ★ next to your best M, N and O.
Trace, then copy.

Trace, then copy.

Trace, then copy.

Copy Rosy

What other names do you know?
Trace, then copy.

Trace, then copy.

Trace, then copy.

Copy Tim

Put a ★ next to your best S, T and U.
v
Trace, then copy.

w Wednesday
Trace, then copy.

x
Trace, then copy.

Copy Wednesday

What's your favourite day of the week?
Read the signs.

Tigers

Zebras

Elephants

Lions
Circle the capital letters.

Hello, everyone!

Tiny Ted is Billy’s teddy.

Do you like my T-shirt?

I know my ABC.

Write the capital letters.

T W R G M

What’s your name?

Im is osy’s cousin.

iss Jones is a teacher.

oodbye, everyone!
Write the missing letters in the alphabet train.

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \quad B & \quad C & \quad D & \quad E & \quad F & \quad G & \quad H & \quad I & \quad J & \quad K & \quad L & \\
N & \quad O & \quad P & \quad R & \quad S & \quad T & \quad U & \quad V & \quad W & \quad X & \quad Y & \quad Z
\end{align*}
\]

Write the missing letters in the alphabet train.

\[
\begin{align*}
a & \quad b & \quad c & \quad e & \quad g & \quad i & \quad k & \quad m & \\
o & \quad q & \quad s & \quad u & \quad w & \quad y
\end{align*}
\]
Write the names in alphabetical order.

1. Anna
2. Billy
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Write the name of your teacher.
Write the words in alphabetical order.

1. cat
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Write the number letters in the order.
Write the words to finish the rhymes.

box  dish  hat  house  lake  tree

I am a mouse.
I live in a house.

I am a fox.
I live in a

I am a snake.
I live in a

I am a cat.
I live in a

I am a fish.
I live in a

I am a bee.
I live in a

Where do you live?
Write your name

...on the book.

...on the board.

...in the card.

...on the picture.

Love from

By

__________________________________
Family and Friends Alphabet Book

Alphabet award to

Well done!
Family and Friends is a six-level primary course which offers an exceptionally strong skills training programme covering language, phonics, and civic education.

Family and Friends Alphabet Book provides structured, contextualized practice in recognising and forming upper-case and lower-case letters.

Family and Friends Alphabet Book can be used independently or as preparation for Family and Friends.